Part I - Snow & Ice Dyes

“Snow & Ice Dyes” are all the rage in fiber arts and hand dyed fabric! See the crystallized patterns that emerge when you use snow or ice as a medium to get the dye to the fabric. You will learn a fabulous method to create clear, beautiful images with this direct dye application. Random, playful and full of surprises, each fat quarter in your unique collection will delight and inspire.

Kit includes - 3 yards high quality “PFD” fabric, dye, measuring cup, funnel and squeeze bottles, gloves and dust mask, textile detergent, and the amazing “Flexi-Net” suspension system. Choose from 3 color collections right in class, after seeing examples.

While the snow melts, we will have lunch on the patio and then complete Part II of the workshop.

Part II - 24 Step Color Mixing

Master the art of mixing a 24-step color gradation out of 3 packets of dye! In this class we will cover the basics of hand dyeing fabric and learn to take the color wheel beyond primary, secondary and tertiary colors. You will learn a system for mixing color, then dye your own 24 fat quarter (6 yard) collection of high quality hand dyed fabric in just a few hours! Three Color Collections to choose from, Misty Meadows, Breezy Beaches, Vineyards & Vistas

Kit includes - 6 yards “pfd” fabric, dye, fixatives, dye tubes, mixing jar, measuring cup and spoon, gloves, dust mask, textile detergent and full instruction sheet.